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като цяло противопоказни за добрия куклен театър.
Сгъването и разгъването на смисъла, вещите и проб-
лемите като страници от книга е опредметено и в
чудесната метафора на хартиения акордеон, в който
се превръща книгата, за да запее.

Книгата като птица
Има нещо общо между налудничавата фиксидея на

Акакий Акакиевич да притежава хубав нов шинел, по-
дарен и отнет му от неговия създател Николай Го-
гол, и мечтата на писателя буквално да се слее със
своето книжно тяло – да си легне удобно в книгата
като в легло, да я прегърне като дете, да я облече ка-
то палто и да литне с нея по широкия свят като
птица, изразително помахвайки с маншетите на ко-
риците Ӝ като с огромни книжни криле. Всичко това
е реализирано (почти точно в тази последовател-
ност) от изумителното въображение на Катя Пет-
рова, която облича своя актьор в гигантска книга-пал-
то с големи маншети върху кориците. В ръкавите на
маншетите крехкото тяло на изпълнителя влиза
удобно като в гигантска метафора с твърди книжни
криле. Такава е кулминацията на спектакъла. Корици-
те на човека-книга са призвани да го защитят от кап-
ризите на лесно менящото настроенията си време, а
богатото съдържание на духа е тайна, чиито ключ
държи в ръцете си четящата част от човечеството.

В епохата на интернет и настъпващата все по-
мощно армия на електронните книги тази постанов-
ка е призив да запазим живи ценностите, които са ни
направили личности, а в тях, разбира се, влизат доб-
рият театър, надсмиващ се доброжелателно и инте-
лигентно над пороците и недъзите на обществото,
както и книгата като все по-рядка и ценна вещ, коя-
то може да се докосне, погали и помирише. Книгата
като хралупа, в която можеш да се скриеш през дъл-
гите зимни вечери, когато навън вали сняг и бушуват
бури, помитащи всичко по пътя си.

How Nishich transformed
into a puppet 
I cannot think of any other

Bulgaria theater performance where
paper – as an instrument and materi-
al – plays such an important and mul-
tiple role than in Branislav Nushich's
Autobiography of the Vidin State
Puppet Theater. It was not by chance
that the first staging in Sofia was
organized during the ambitious First
International Paper Festival in May
and June 2011. I cannot think of any
other puppet theater director apart
from Katya Petrova who in the past 10
years in each new text she approaches

is entirely different from the previous
and at the same time goes in one
direction. The explanation is simple –
different aesthetics, imagery and a
toolkit are necessary for the different
stories and plays, staged with different
artists and actors: all strong personali-
ties, expressed individuals whose ener-
gies vibrate in the same spectrum. Her
paper Nushich is again a new step in
her evolving directing approach and
development that has passed through
enigmatic variations of the relative
theater, the metaphorical play of
lights, shadows and silhouettes, the
political puppet theater, the theater of

objects combined with multimedia,
live music that is jazz as a rule etc. It
is beyond any doubt that no other
puppet theater director in out country
at the moment experiments in such a
creative and insatiable manner the
variety of opportunities, forms and
perspectives for the modern puppet
theater for adults, presented in a way
that makes it interesting for children,
too. Without the wonderful synergy of
energies in the strong team composed
of director Katya Petrova, artist
Stanislava Krasteva and actor Rumen
Gavanozov this vital project would
have hardly been possible.

The paper wings of Branislav Nushich
Patricia Nikolova
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In this sense it will not be over-
the-tip to say that the paper Nushich
in the poetic „Autobiography“ man-
aged for a while to fly like a paper
Icarus whose wings were dangerously
close to the eye of the spotlight sun.

Experiments with flat
puppets 
After the flat puppets in „Tsar

Shushumiga“ by Konstantin Iliev, bril-
liantly staged by Rin Yamamura with
a Japanese-Byzantine stylization,
reminding of the Far East anime and
distinctive caricatures, after the flexi-
ble air pipes in „A Story of a Gull and
a Gang of Tom-Cats“ by Louis
Sepulveda staged by Maya Petrova as
plastic puppet corps the serious chal-
lenge that the ever-young
„Autobiography“ poses is approached
by Stanislava Krasteva with a dash on
several different levels: artistically
expressive, plastic-movement and at
the level of ideas, of course. The flat
relativist puppets in „Tsar Shushu-
miga„ and „Autobiography“ have so-
mething in common and that is not
soc much their strong vision or the
material than their symbolism and
expression. The difference also matters
a lot. „Tsar Shushumiga“ unfolds
expressively like an animation come to

life through living actors and fantastic
flat puppets, while „Autobiography“ is
like an enormous picture whose codes
and meanings get gradually deci-
phered in the course of the narrative.
The puppets, props and stage design
of Stanislava Krasteva, inspired by the
famous novel of Branislav Nushich
are one thing because paper is the ini-
tial material but also the final point;
it is both a target and a direction:
metaphor, tool and instrument of the
delicately completing this work direc-
tor, bulding on the original ideas of
the writer as Homo ludens. This diffi-
cult task is brilliantly realized by the
puppet actor Rumen Gavazanov who
has successfully re-embodied into the
image of the ironic writer that turns
into a book at the end. The gigantic
paper tubes, erected around him like
human bodies are at the same time
partners and instruments in the
actor's hands. First of all they are
characters of the curious story line in
the tragic-comic biography of the
story-teller, but they are also branches
of his family tree and a paradoxical
community of ridiculous, laughable
and at moments even slightly scary
images that, when mentioned, come to
life if only slightly touched. The
young artist in this new performance

Stanislava Krasteva has realized even
the craziest ideas of Katya Petrova that
not a little at all with talent.
Stanislava's ability to visualize an
entire world with only a few strokes is
impressive. The picture and the story-
teller derive from each other and com-
plete each other perfectly.

The challenge to directing the
„Autobiography“ is at least double.
Initially the most complicated task
was to dramatize this populous and
internally mobile text that had not
been written as a play and adapt it for
the stage, paying attention not to
impair its unity. The idea is that the
large gallery of characters fits into the
performance of a single actor, the
puppet-actor. This in itself is a task
that would be difficult even for a
drama actor. The choice however is
the famour puppet actor Rumen
Gavanozov who in his rich profession-
al experience for the first time
encounters such a large and compli-
cated narrative that needs a virtuoso
acting and interesting interpretation
but also perfect articulation with the
necessary doze of distance and ironic
commentary. The risk was worth it.
The result is a powerful jazz mono-
performance infectious in its inven-
tion where a professional puppet actor
dexterously handles the words like a
mugger, but also the fine material of
the paper on all possible levels - from
the stage design to the costume and
the relative puppets whose animation
and movement only depends on the
expression of the performer that gen-
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erates the rhythm of the whole. For
the sake of comparison in her previ-
ous experiment Katya Petrova went
the opposite way: she trained profes-
sional drama actors who met the pup-
pets for the first time (on equal foot-
ing) to lead and animate them like
puppet actors. In this way the
Pazardzhik theater team managed to
prove to itself it was capable of man-
aging something untypical in „Tsar
Shushumiga“.

Why paper?
The answer to this question hides

in the original source. As is well
known Branislav Nushich is from the
generation of writers belonging to the
last century, successors of the
Gutenberg legacy when the computers
were not yet an indispensable part of
the writer's toolkit. The paper and the
typewriter were the unconditional tri-
umph in the process of creating a lit-
erary work and consequently in its
evolution into a product ready for
consumption by the audience. In
other words the paper was the linking
unit between writing and reading and
therefore it is the most appropriate
tool for telling this intriguing story,
modestly named by the ironic author
„Autobiography“. In spite of the cate-
gorical statement, „...I start the
description of my life with my birth
and end it with my marriage because
I think that after he gets married, a
person no longer has a biography“,
Nushich himself presents his life in a
way that depicts a consistent biogra-
phy of the age, spiced with inoffensive
humour, intelligent jokes referring to
the power, education and family, bit-
ter comments and sharp observation
of the transformations in the human
society that are not only entertaining,
but also valid today.

The actor's narrative and the visu-
al artistic expression follow the book
strictly without getting into excessive
detail that would hamper the rhythm
of the performance or divert the spec-
tator's attention from the main idea of
the production. And that idea is to
show how repetitive in their nonsense
are the vicissitudes that a person goes
through in order to survive in the
world of conformists, to point at the
common problems, so similar for dif-
ferent human fates no matter whether
of an internal dissident or a rebel. In

this sense the intentions of Katya
Petrova not to use natural puppets or
any other familiar means of expres-
sion, traditional for the puppet theater
in her experiments but to opt for the
production of symbolic puppets
reminding of the expressive style of
Pablo Picasso and Huan Miro in her
own way, supported without reserva-
tion by the artist of the production:
only one eye, looking as if drawn by
the hand of a child, gigantic and star-
ing on the flat head, fixed as a weird
joke on a tall tube, which a minute
later skillfully transforms into just
another funny object. The relative pup-
pets turn continuously into scenery,
props or even a costume (and vice
versa) because the actor gets physically
into them, unfolds them, folds them
and creates an imaginary world similar
to a writer or a mundi-creator who
knows the secrets of the visible and
invisible world. These transformations
are one peculiar shield of the director's
approach and a fine balance versus the
text, which contains detailed descrip-
tions of the garrulous material world
and the everyday routine, as a rule not
recommended to the good puppet the-
ater. The folding and unfolding of the
meaning, objects and problems as the
pages of a book is objectified in the
wonderful metaphor of the paper
accordion that the book turns into
when she starts singing.

The book as a bird 
There is something in common

between the lunatic mania of Akakiy
Akakievich to possess a nice new great-

coat, given to and taken away from
him by his creator Nikolay googol
and the writer's dream of literally
merging with his paper body – to lie
conformably in the book as in a bed,
to hug it like a child, to put it on like
a coat and to fly with it over the wide
world like a bird, waving vividly with
the cuffs of its covers as if with huge
paper wings. All that has been done
(almost in this exact succession) by
the incredible imagination of Katya
Petrova who dresses her actor in a
gigantic book-coat with enormous
cuffs on the covers. In the sleeves of
the cuffs the slender body of the actor
fits comfortably as in a gigantic
metaphor with hard paper wings. That
is the culmination of the perform-
ance. The covers of the book-man are
there to protect him from the whims
of the time, easily changing its mood
and the rich spiritual content is a
secret whose key the reading part of
humanity holds in its hands.

In the age of internet and the pow-
erfully grounding army of the electron-
ic books this performance is a call for
preserving alive those values that made
us personalities. Part of them of course
is the good theater, benevolently and
intelligently mocking the vices and
defects of the society and the book as
a rare and valuable object that can be
touched, caressed and smelled. The
book as a den where you can hide dur-
ing the long winter nights when out-
side it snows and storms rage, sweep-
ing everything in their way.

Translation by 
Tihomira Trifonova
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